Some people are saying that social media is harming our lives. Twenty years ago, people talked to (1) ______ other, but now they prefer to message someone instead of talk. Many people worry too (2) ____ about what others think. They post photos and want everyone to like the photo and they (3) _____ sad if people do not like it.

Maybe people should take a break (4) _____ social media. It would be better for people to like each other instead of liking online 'likes'. Also, there is a (5) _____ of fake news or posts telling lies about people. This is a global problem.

Several parents are banning (6) __________ children from using social media, but it is not all bad as it helps to connect people in the world.

1. A each     B one    C some
2. A most     B much   C many
3. A get      B make   C have
4. A on       B in     C from
5. A lot      B few    C many
6. A they     B there  C their